LIBRARY CLASSIFICATION
THE DEWEY DECIMAL SYSTEM

000 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
000 Computers, UFO's, Aliens
030 Encyclopedias, Record Books

100 THINKING & IDEAS
130 Ghosts
150 Feelings
170 Friendship

200 RELIGION
280 Christianity
294.3 Buddhism
294.5 Hinduism
297 Islam

300 COMMUNITIES & ENVIRONMENT
300 Bullying
350 Military Equipment
360 Environmental Issues
380 Fairy Tales, Myths & Legends

400 LANGUAGES
420 Dictionaries & Thesaurus
440 French
490 Bahasa Malay

500 SCIENCE & MATH
500 Science Experiments
510 Mathematics
520 Space
530 Forces, Electricity, Magnets
550 Volcanoes, Earthquakes, Weather
560 Dinosaurs
570 Forests, Deserts, Mountains, Oceans
580 Plants
590 Animals & Insects

600 TECHNOLOGY
600 Inventions
613 Human Body
620 Cars
630 Pets
640 Cooking

700 ART & SPORT
730 Origami
740 Craft
750 Painting
780 Music
790 Sports, Games, Magic, Puzzles

800 LITERATURE
810 Poetry, Plays, Jokes & Riddles
820 Shakespeare

900 GEOGRAPHY & HISTORY
900 Countries
910 Explorers & Atlases
930 Ancient Egypt & Rome
940 Knights, Castles, World War I & II